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The deluge of misinformation, disinformation and malformation that pervades
digital media1 of all type has been justifiably labelled a pandemic2. Australia, like other
democracies, has not been immune: this deluge of falsehoods has produced social
discord and adversely influenced public understanding of a wide range of policy
matters, most recently the SARS-CoV-2 / COVID-19 pandemic. Foreign nation states
and non-state actors have both been major producers of these falsehoods and
therefore merit close attention – both have arguably produced impacts on major
votes overseas and we should expect to see spillover effects in Australian federal and
state politics due to the globalised distribution of content in digital media.
The author has been conducting research in Information Warfare since the early
1990s, and since 1999 has explored how to mathematically model deceptions such as
“fake news” and their impacts on large and complex social systems.
Jointly with Drs Korb and Mills the author published research in late 2018 that
exposed both the sensitivity of a population to the effects of “fake news”, and the
sensitivity of “fake news” to costs incurred, leading us to subsequently provide
evidence to the UK Parliament’s DCMS Select Committee’s Inquiry on Disinformation
and ‘Fake News’, and the JSCEM in Australia. Many observations in this submission
are drawn from that evidence.

Biological versus Digital Pandemics
The best starting point for appreciating the potential and actual impacts of the
deception pandemic in digital media is to explore the remarkable similarities between
the spread of deceptive content in digital media, and biological pandemics.
An important finding from our 2017-2018 research effort was that deceptive
messaging in social media can produce serious disruption in consensus forming
behaviors in groups of users. Since democracies rely upon some degree of consensus
to function, these disruptive effects can produce impacts out of all proportion to the
effort invested in producing them.
We found that even a remarkably small percentage of deceivers in a population, in
our simulations less that 1%, could catastrophically disrupt cooperative behaviours in
the simulated population.

1

We define “digital media” as the whole system of digital content creation, distribution and storage via social
media, electronic mail, encrypted digital messenging tools, and websites, accessible to the public.
2
We employ the EU definitions, where misinformation is unintentional, disinformation is intentional, and
malinformation is the exclusion of critical facts to produce a misleading conclusion or false belief in the mind of
the victim. The latter is a common feature of narrative driven hyper-partisan media coverage where facts are
considered less important than partisan narrative.
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In the extreme case of cost-free deceptions, where “fake news” producers in the
simulated population are unhindered in any way, cooperative behaviours vanished
altogether. Put bluntly, almost everybody ended up deceiving everybody else, as
competition to survive individually displaced any effort to cooperate to survive.
A related and very important observation, not widely understood, is that the
traditional view of propaganda as being intended to “turn” an audience to the
propagandist’s viewpoint is incomplete.
In general deceptions can produce two possible impacts on a victim.
The first of these impacts is a false belief, that represents the traditional intent of
propaganda, and the other impact is uncertainty or confusion, that tends to cause
decision paralysis in its victims.
Contemporary propaganda deceptions often aim for no more than to create
uncertainty or confusion in victim audiences, that might otherwise require
significantly greater effort to “turn” to the propagandist’s asserted viewpoint.
Confused consumers of such information will often withdraw from a debate leaving
the field to the propagandist uncontested. There are indeed documented instances of
this approach being employed to discourage US voters from participating in an
election.
The focus on creating uncertainty and confusion in a population is a well documented
feature of contemporary nation state propaganda, a model pioneered by Russia over
the last fifteen years following the catastrophic Cold War era failure of the established
Nazi and Soviet model of “turning” audiences to the propagandist’s viewpoint.
Another related observation is that empirical study of social media data and agentbased modeling and simulation of deceptions in social media show that the spread of
social media deceptions often exactly fits widely used mathematical models originally
developed for modelling the spread of biological pathogens.
The main and critically important difference in the spreading of social media
deceptions is the timescale and footprint, as a person infected with a biological
pathogen might on average infect another five people, and this might take several
days to happen. When deceptions are spread in social media, the “digital pathogen”
can be spread to millions of people across a social media platform in almost as little
time as it takes to read the message and hit the “share” button.
Much of the success of digitally distributed propaganda and deceptions conducted by
nation states against Western democracies is a direct consequence of the inability of
Western governments to respond quickly and effectively to such attacks. Traditional
media communications and public relations techniques are simply too slow to keep up,
and victims are influenced before they can be defended from the attack. By the time
the government agency has responded, the deceptive idea has been accepted as
uncontested fact and the victim has been led astray.
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The similarities between biological and digital pandemics extend well beyond
analogous spreading behaviours.
A critical problem observed in the COVID-19 / SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, but also a
feature of the recent public revolt in Belarus, is what epidemiologists term “cryptic
transmission”, where the pathogen is being quietly spread by asymptomatic or presymptomatic patients. As no cases end up being detected, they cannot be identified
and isolated to protect others.
We observe a directly analogous problem with email and encrypted messenger tools
such as WhatsApp, WickrMe and Telegram, which have become covert channels for
the distribution of messages (notable case studies being a deceptive claim in Nigeria
spread via WhatsApp about the use of hydroxychloroquine that led to multiple cases
of overdose and hospitalization, and the use of Telegram by the Belarusian prodemocracy protest movement to organize and synchronise protests – “cryptic
transmission” can be used for bad but also good purposes).
The popularity of such encrypted messenger tools is because they frustrate intrusive
surveillance by governments and platform providers – this equally so frustrates
provider efforts to locate and delete deceptive and especially dangerous messages.
For years the author has repeatedly received multiple requests from friends and
colleagues concerning such messages being spread by email – “is this a fake or not?” –
and in most instances the messages were indeed fakes. Often these fake reports were
artfully crafted so that only a subject matter expert would recognize that they were
actually fakes.
Another notable similarity between biological and digital pandemics is that both
biological and digital pathogens mutate and evolve over time, as they adapt to their
victims to maximize their spread. In social and mass media, these mutations clearly
arise as a narrative or claim is misunderstood, or embellished while being spread. The
rapidly evolution of false and misleading narratives and claims presents serious
challenges in public communication and education, presenting the proverbial “moving
target” for governments trying to deal with widely accepted falsehoods being spread.
It can also frustrate automated tools searching for falsehoods where these depend on
prior knowledge of the falsehood.
Where there is uncertainty, anxiety, and a lack of understanding, false and misleading
narratives and claims find fertile ground.
The currently and ongoing COVID-19 / SARS-CoV-2 “deception pandemic” is a valuable
case study as it has seen strategies previously deployed in a disparate manner to
cause mayhem during elections, employed more widely and more systematically.
Propagation of false and misleading claims during the COVID-19 / SARS-CoV-2
“deception pandemic” has been via multiple channels including:
5

1. Social media platforms where nation states, non-state actors, media and
public introduce or propagate falsehoods;
2. Private communication channels such as encrypted messenger tools and
electronic mail, where nation states, non-state actors, and public can introduce
or propagate falsehoods;
3. Mass media platforms and channels, where nation states, non-state actors, and
public are given opportunities to introduce or propagate falsehoods;
A major concern during this pandemic has been the role of careless or agenda-driven
media organisations in spreading false and misleading narratives and claims. A recent
study by Tsfati et al shows this is a pervasive problem and a major contributor to the
spread of social media falsehoods.
This is also an instance of the “proxy delivery” problem.
The problem of “proxy delivery” has been well studied and was analysed in detail over
a decade ago by this author. That research determined that “proxy delivery” was a
major “force multiplier” in the distribution of toxic propaganda – the specific case
study was that mass media distributing violent media content produced by terrorists
were directly acting as proxies for the terrorists producing the propaganda, whether
they knew it or not. This problem was also directly identified in the UK DCMS
Disinformation and “fake news” inquiry, and elsewhere.
While public trust of media organisations is now lower than a generation ago, the
public will often see media propagation of a claim or narrative as validation or
legitimation of the narrative or claim, increasing potential acceptance of a falsehood
as fact. Therefore media are a valuable “proxy delivery” channel for foreign
propagandists intent on disrupting Western democracies, and frequently targeted
with content that might be seen to be attractive.
In the Australian context an excellent case study is the deception campaign launched
by Russia in 2014 to divert blame for the destruction of MH17 by Russian Army 53rd
Air Defence Brigade missileers deployed covertly in Eastern Ukraine and the resulting
loss of almost 300 lives. At the time many Australian media organisations rebroadcast
Russian supplied B-roll and footage including deceptive narratives. Judging from
recent survey data (Pew) and at least one recent publication, many of these well
documented falsehoods remain uncritically accepted as fact in parts of the Australian
community.
Careless spreading in mass media appears to arise most often when journalists or
media organisations make no effort to validate or verify content before they
propagate it, or simply lack the understanding of the subject matter required to find
out how to validate it, or that it should even be validated. This is a common problem
but is often expensive to correct as experts with understanding of an area are much
more expensive to hire than lay media personnel. Even if an expert is happy to
comment pro bono, time and effort is usually required to find and engage one.
6

Much more problematic is the intentional “fitting” of content to existing narratives
by hyper-partisan players in the mass media. This can range from excluding facts to
embellishment of reports to support a specific agenda, such as promoting or
diminishing a politician or political party – most of which constitute deceptions and fit
the malinformation definition. While such behavior is highly disruptive in a political
debate, it can have lethal consequences where it creates false beliefs or uncertainty –
a good case study are safe behaviours during a pandemic, or the benefits and risks of
using specific medications or treatments.
There are indeed numerous good case studies to be found in the SARS-CoV-2/COVID19 pandemic. An instance is the ongoing controversy over chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine, where media organisations have either promoted or diminished
the efficacy of this medication, depending on their political alignment, while actual
medical trials and studies were and are still under way and the final outcome is yet to
be determined. That a number of governments and other organisations have
responded to media coverage by suspending or halting trials before the trials have
been completed and evaluation of the results is complete shows how destructive this
kind of media partisanship can be, and no credit goes to those governments and
organisations who put media approval ahead of the potential to deal with the disease.
Knowing with certainty that a medication does or does not work, or under which
conditions it does or does not work, is valuable knowledge that can save lives.
Impairing the acquisition of such knowledge to promote partisan political or
commercial agendas is simply not in the public interest.
Another feature of the COVID-19 / SARS-CoV-2 “deception pandemic” is the extensive
use of proxy groups, comprising both activists and supporters, to promote and
propagate deceptive narratives and claims in both social and mass media.
The employment of agenda driven domestic entities to cause mayhem and disruption
with direct social and political impacts is not a new phenomenon and arguably is an
extension of the subversion techniques developed by the Soviets during the interwar
period to force regime change. Indeed, most of the foreign influence practices
conducted in digital media by adversaries of Western democracies are no more than a
“digital refresh” of classic Komintern and Soviet propaganda, disinformation, and
subversion techniques, widely employed during the Cold War using print media and
broadcast radio.
The Russian government has been repeatedly implicated in promoting antivaccination groups in the US to simply produce social disruption and reduce public
confidence in the medical system and government. Broniatowski et al two years ago
detailed an extensive Russian campaign using Twitter bots and trolls to amplify the
extant anti-vaccination debate in the US.
The appearance of the #DanLiedPeopleDied Twitter hashtag in August this year
is another useful example, as it illustrates multiple effects. The hashtag was initially
7

distributed via an inauthentic Twitter account, and further propagated by other
inauthentic accounts to start a debate over the veracity of the Victorian Premier’s
statements on the pandemic. Graham observed that “Even if getting
#DanLiedPeopleDied to trend was not the result of a disinformation campaign,
the outcome serves the goals of disinformation: to drive a wedge into pre-existing
fractures in society, to confuse citizens and cultivate distrust in democratic institutions
and authorities.” This attack illustrates the globalised nature of the problem as the
inauthentic accounts in question were previously used for attacks in countries other
than Australia (the ownership of the accounts is yet to be disclosed), and the attack
was clearly aimed at producing uncertainty and disrupting community consensus
mechanisms.
More recently we have seen an alliance of convenience formed between some antivaccination groups and the 5G conspiracy theorists, the latter who assert that
contrary to radio physics and virology 5G cellphone emissions are the cause of the
pandemic, rather than the SARS-CoV-2 viral pathogen. Russia has actively promoted
this agenda, and employed mass media such as RT to propagate quite absurd claims
that these radio emissions are dangerous even prior to the pandemic. More recently
Russia has been implicated in the support of 5G activists in Europe, some of whom
have even conducted arson attacks against 5G network installations. The result of
such sabotage can be the loss of mobile communications, impairing access to medical
care during the pandemic.
Social media users, who actively share deceptive content, exacerbate these problems,
as they are acting as proxies for the producers of propaganda deceptions, multiplying
the reach and footprint of the propagandists producing this content, especially if
these social media users have large networks of followers.
Such social media users are typically cast as victims, which they often are, but every
time such social media users share a falsehood they also become active participants in
the propagandist’s deception, or put bluntly “proxy deceivers”.
As noted in an earlier submission to the federal Joint Standing Committee on Electoral
Matters, the problems we now see with gullible social media users, public, and mass
media falling for naïve or trivial deceptions will be immensely exacerbated as “deep
fakes” become exploited for mischief and state sponsored propaganda. Deep fake
technology was predicted two decades ago but largely ignored at the time, as its
implications were neither appreciated nor understood3.

3

Refer Kopp, C., Moore's Law and Its Implications for Information Warfare, Proceedings of the International AOC
Electronic Warfare Conference, Zurich, Switzerland, May, 2000. Deep fakes employ AI techniques to produce
lifelike synthetic video and voice representations of individuals. Events or statements that never occurred can
thus be produced.
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Observations
The problems and consequent direct social and political impacts we are now
observing in the COVID-19 / SARS-CoV-2 “Deception Pandemic” are not new, and have
been well studied in recent years following the immensely disruptive foreign influence
campaigns conducted to compromise the US 2016 Presidential Election, the UK Brexit
vote, and a number of other votes in European nations.
More recently we are seeing reports of the same methods and tactics being reused or
further enhanced to target the US 2020 presidential election.
Nearly all of the methods and tactics employed are digital evolutions of methods
devised almost a century ago by Soviet and Komintern propagandists and applied
extensively through the Cold War, with the caveat that during the Cold War the
sought outcome was mostly to recruit supporters, while the currently sought outcome
is mostly social disruption.
These campaigns produce effect primarily due to the gullibility or naïveté of large
proportions of the target audiences of these campaigns, be it public or mass media4.
Until both public and mass media are actively taught to recognize and reject
propaganda narratives and deceptions, the problem will persist. Humans are naturally
prone to accept narratives that align with their prior cognitive biases and deceptions
crafted around these biases will often be accepted ahead of facts that do not confirm
prior beliefs (there is extensive literature on this problem).
Simple refutations and fact checking can only “immunize” a victim audience against a
single falsehood, unlike teaching victim audiences to be skeptical and critically assess
what they are being presented with. This critical point is frequently ignored in the
public debate on dealing with deceptions as teaching audiences to think critically and
be skeptical is challenging and thus not amenable to simple and inexpensive solutions.
As noted in earlier submissions to the federal parliamentary JSCEM by this author and
collaborators, there does not appear to be any “silver bullet” easy solution for
defeating the problem of misinformation, disinformation and malinformation in social
media, and the interconnected problem of such deceptions being spread in the mass
media. Claims otherwise collide with decades of empirical observation that shows no
evidence that any “silver bullet” solution exists.
It appears that the best approach may well be to appropriate ideas from traditional
epidemiology, where a biological pathogen is actively interdicted along the whole
4

The well known 2016 Stanford study by Wineburg et al showed that 80% of a student test population were
challenged to recognize web content that was nonsensical, or contaminated with political or commercial bias.
Other studies have shown similar problems in the adult population, even where the population in question was
ostensibly well educated.
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transmission chain, and the potential victims actively immunized. With a “digital
pathogen” this means interdicting the flow of deceptive material from its source to its
victims, and teaching the intended victims how to recognize and reject such
deceptions. To implement such measures will require investment in capabilities, and
investment in research to support these capabilities.
The risk for all democracies, if measures are not implemented to counter foreign
nation state players using social and mass media to propagate falsehoods, is serious
and ongoing disruption to the very fabric of all democratic societies subjected to such
attacks.
The chaos and disruption observed as a result of the failure to effectively contain
misinformation, disinformation and malinformation in social media, and mass media,
during the current COVID-19 / SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, provides a good indication of
the damage foreign nation state actors can inflict with a very modest investment.
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Recommendations
Panacea Solutions: There is no sound evidence to support the proposition that “one
size fits all” panacea solutions exist and any such proposals should be considered with
proper caution.
Globalisation of Online Fakes: the global reach of digital media, encompassing the full
gamut of digital channels the public has access to, makes every member of the public
a potential target for foreign and domestic players propagating agendas that may be
contrary to the national and public interest. The use of proxy entities to propagate
fakery further exacerbates this problem. Attempts to divide responsibilities on the
basis of state and federal jurisdictions should be considered with proper caution.
Regulatory Measures (1): claims that censorship in its various forms is an effective
solution are poorly supported and may produce adverse impacts on freedom of
speech and openness of public discourse, with the caveat that content which is
harmful beyond dispute should be censored. Notably, nations with stringent
censorship measures such as Russia or Iran have seen a large scale shift by users to
encrypted messenger tools to bypass censorship mechanisms. Measures reliant on
censorship should be thus considered with proper caution.
Regulatory Measures (2): “fact checking” measures in social media are often
problematic, as fact checker bias or illiteracy may produce damage comparable to the
fakery being fought. Measures reliant on “fact checking” should be considered but
with proper caution.
Regulatory Measures (3): a variant of the now defunct US “Fairness Doctrine” in
broadcast media could address many of the problems currently observed with bias in
partisan mass media, but if misapplied would provide opportunities for foreign
propagandists. Measures reliant on a “Fairness Doctrine” should be considered but
with proper caution.
Primary and Secondary Education: Consideration should be given to amending the
core curriculum of both primary and secondary education systems to include a very
robust and formally assessed component addressing critical thinking skills and literacy
in digital media deceptions.
Public Education (1): Consideration should be given to making literacy in digital media
deceptions a compliance requirement for employers as false beliefs and uncertainty
produced by false claims can adversely impact productivity and workplace safety
(numerous examples can be observed in COVID-19 fakery).
Public Education (2): Consideration should be given to the provision of assessed free
online courses to teach literacy in digital media deceptions, and the provision of a
“micro-credential” on this topic.
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Public Education (3): Consideration should be given to television and social media
advertising on the risks and damage effects arising from uncritical acceptance of
falsehoods being propagated via digital media. This is especially important for parts of
the community who are less engaged online and more vulnerable to deceptions.
Public Education (4): Consideration should be given to television and social media
advertising in foreign languages on the risks and damage effects arising from uncritical
acceptance of falsehoods being propagated via digital media. Minorities who rely on
foreign media rather than domestic media can be exposed to falsehoods via foreign
media.
Media Education: Consideration should be given to making literacy in digital media
deceptions a compliance requirement for all mass media providers resident in the
state. There is ample evidence across the media that many media personnel are not
well equipped to deal with this problem and effectively exacerbating the problem by
careless spreading of deceptive content.
Public Communication: Public communication by government agencies in most
Western democracies has been too frequently ineffective in dealing with deceptions
in digital media. Consideration should be given to revising techniques and processes
to improve both reaction times and effectiveness.
Research Capability: Australia lags leading OECD nations in the skills base required to
deal with fakery in digital media. This is mostly a consequence of this research area
not being robustly funded over the last two decades despite growing evidence of its
importance. Consideration should be given to funding academic research to provide
the skills sets to deal with the problem of deceptions in digital media. Options include
research grant funding and PhD scholarship funding.
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